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Abstract: Integrated Microwave photonics (IMWP) signal processing
using Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) has attracted a great deal of
attention in recent years as an enabling technology for a number of func-
tionalities not attainable by purely microwave solutions. In this context,
integrated waveguide Bragg grating (WBG) devices constitute a particularly
attractive approach thanks to their compactness and flexibility in producing
arbitrarily defined amplitude and phase responses, by directly acting on
coupling coefficient and perturbations of the grating profile. In this article,
we review recent advances in the field of integrated WBGs applied to
MWP, analyzing the advantages leveraged by an integrated realization. We
provide a perspective on the exciting possibilities offered by the silicon
photonics platform in the field of MWP, potentially enabling integration
of highly-complex active and passive functionalities with high yield on a
single chip, with a particular focus on the use of WBGs as basic building
blocks for linear filtering operations. We demonstrate the versatility of
WBG-based devices by proposing and experimentally demonstrating a
novel, continuously-tunable, integrated true-time-delay (TTD) line based
on a very simple dual phase-shifted WBG (DPS-WBG).
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1. Introduction

The large amount of work done in the field of microwave photonics (MWP) [1–3] has shown
that the use of optical technology can provide unprecedented performance and novel function-
alities to the generation, transport, and processing of radio waves with frequencies up to the
THz range. The initial development of MWP originated mainly from the need to transport high
frequency signals over large distances, in particular to feed large antenna arrays. The main
driving force for the introduction of photonics solutions in microwave engineering has been
the extremely low-loss, low-cost and ultra-broadband performance of optical fibers when com-
pared to any other type of transmission media for high-frequency electronic signals. Initially,
the development of MWP solutions was carried on within the military research framework, for
very high performance systems (e.g. wideband radar applications, antenna remoting and con-
trol using optical fibers in very large radar antennas) [4]. Over the years, with the cost reduction
of commercial photonic components, MWP solutions started to spread towards a variety of ap-
plications, and the current growing demand for gigabit/s broadband wireless access networks
is considered as one of the main drivers for the future diffusion of MWP [5] to the field of per-
sonal communications. Current application fields of MWP include optical control of antenna
arrays, microwave filtering, generation of high-purity microwave signal or arbitrary waveforms,
instantaneous frequency measurement of high-frequency signals, radio-over-fiber and photonic
analog-to-digital conversion. A very large number of advances in many of these applications
has been based on the use of a specific type of photonic device, namely the fiber Bragg grating
(FBG). The possibility of implementing these fiber devices in integrated platforms (on-chip),
so-called waveguide Bragg gratings (WBGs), has attracted considerable recent attention, with
several demonstrated applications in the MWP context, as will be reviewed in Section 4 of
this paper. This prospect is especially promising to overcome the intrinsic limitations (high
cost, bulkiness, high power consumption etc.) of MWP devices and systems based on discrete
components (e.g. FBGs) by realization of entire functionalities on a chip, a field that is usually
referred to as integrated MWP (IMWP) [5]. This paper presents a detailed overview of progress
to date on the use of WBGs for MWP applications. Additionally, to illustrate further the poten-
tial of this approach, in this work we present a novel and particularly simple approach to the
implementation of optically-assisted microwave delay unit based on a very simple, uniform and
non-apodized integrated dual phase-shifted WBG.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview on the use of FBGs
in MWP applications. Section 3 introduces the field of IMWP and describes advantages and
current challenges of the integrated implementation of Bragg gratings. Section 4 aims at pro-
viding a brief review of MWP solutions featuring WBGs as core signal processing units. In
particular, in Section 5 we propose and demonstrate a novel integrated true-time-delay (TTD)
line based on a very simple dual phase-shifted WBG. Finally, Section 7 presents a perspective
on the potential of integrated WBGs in silicon as basic signal processing units for the imple-
mentation of complex MWP functionalities.
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2. Fiber Bragg gratings in microwave photonics

A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is a (quasi-)periodic perturbation of the effective refractive index
along the length of an optical fiber. This is realized by exposure to an intense optical interference
pattern, exploiting the photosensitivity of specific fiber materials [6, 7]. The resulting periodic
structure in the optical fiber essentially acts as a wavelength-selective mirror. Depending on
the average effective refractive index neff and the grating period Λ, part of an incident wave is
coupled to a counter-propagating mode in a strongly wavelength-selective manner, thus creating
a stopband in the FBG transmission response, and a corresponding passband in the reflection
response.

Well-proved design tools, essentially based on coupled-mode theory [8], are readily available
to design the grating profile of an FBG (typically, the grating period variation and coupling
strength along the device length) so that to achieve almost any desired complex (amplitude and
phase) spectral transfer function in the FBG reflection response. Particularly, weak-coupling
FBGs can be easily designed using the direct Fourier transform relationship between the grat-
ing local complex coupling coefficient (as a function of the grating length) and its reflection
spectral response [9,10]. For stronger gratings, more general inverse scattering algorithms, e.g.
so-called layer-peeling methods, have been also developed and extensively tested [9, 11]. This
unique design versatility, combined with the maturity of present fiber grating fabrication tech-
nologies, have led to the extensive use of FBG in a very large number of applications, mainly
in the fiber-optics telecommunication world, including dispersion compensation [10, 12, 13],
wavelength add/drop filters for optical communications [14,15], notch filters [16,17], fiber am-
plifiers [18], network monitoring [19], Raman amplification [20,21], distributed sensing [22,23]
and fiber lasers [24–26]. The wide success of FBGs in such a variety of applications can be also
understood by considering their numerous advantages, which are intrinsic to their all-fiber ge-
ometry. FBG devices are simple, relatively low cost, have very low losses, and provide full
compatibility with fiber optic devices and systems.

MWP applications have exploited these same advantageous features of FBGs for radio-
frequency (RF) signal generation, processing, and measurement. For example, FBGs with dif-
ferent central frequencies can be placed at different distances along a single fiber to create
wavelength-selective reflectors used to implement a switched optical delay line. This has been
extensively used for example for optical control of antenna arrays [27]. Often the delay lines
realized in this manner have been grouped to form so-called fiber grating prisms, where a single
laser source controls multiple fiber delays, each connected to a single antenna element [28,29].
Chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBGs) have also been employed for the same purpose in order
to achieve continuously tunable delay values [30–32]. A large number of works exploit delay
lines based on both FBGs and CFBGs for implementation of incoherent multitap microwave
photonic filters (MPF) [33–36]. Several authors have suggested the use of FBGs for microwave
signal generation [37–40] and, more recently, for instantaneous frequency measurements [41].
A number of works have also demonstrated the use of FBGs for broadband arbitrary waveform
generation [42–44].

Tilted FBGs have also been employed for microwave photonics applications, for example in
arbitrary waveform generation, pulse shaping and microwave photonic filtering [45–47]. Very
recently, long period gratings have been proposed as an alternative to fiber Bragg gratings
to achieve larger processing bandwidth, which for FBGs is limited to a value in the order of
100 GHz. Several works have been recently proposed [48–52]. Those devices could be foreseen
as potentially promising for MWP signal processing in the future.
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3. Integrated waveguide Bragg gratings

3.1. Integrated microwave photonics

To enable the envisioned spread of MWP solutions into commercial applications and in the
telecommunication market, it is necessary to develop low-cost devices that can be manufac-
tured on a large scale, that are compact and can be integrated with electronics and other optical
components [53]. In fact, despite the promising results of the mentioned proof-of-principle
demonstrations, several factors still preclude the practical use of many of the proposed MWP
solutions. Photonics solutions proposed over the years have shown the desired high perfor-
mance in terms of ultra-broad bandwidth and exceptional reconfigurability. However, they are
often regarded with certain skepticism by the microwave engineering communities due to the
generally low dynamic range and significant cost. These drawbacks can be mainly attributed
to the fact that many MWP solutions are based on bulk optics and/or discrete standard opto-
electronic devices. Notice that solutions based on free-space optics are additionally bulky and
relatively unreliable for practical uses [5]. In this context, it is widely accepted [5, 54–56] that
the emerging field of integrated microwave photonics (IMWP) can provide the answer to this
need, i.e. as an enabling technology to exploit the unique performance advantages of MWP
while leading to the large-scale deployment that is necessary in commercial applications. In
fact, in addition to the well-known advantages of photonics, integrated solutions also offer
compactness, light weight, and low power consumption. Moreover, these solutions promise to
reduce the per-unit cost thanks to the high yield and reproducibility when realized with CMOS
compatible fabrication equipment [57].

Particularly attractive is the availability of integrated active components such as modula-
tors and photodetectors (PDs) in indium phosphide (InP) III/V technology or in silicon, which
enables the potential realization of entire complex MWP systems on a chip [58–60].

The main drive behind the recent progress in integration has been the rapidly-increasing
need for bandwidth in optical telecommunications and in high-density interconnections within
data centers. In view of the current data-rate growth speed, the only viable way to increase
the data handling speed without prohibitively increasing cost, size and power consumption
appears the migration from the use of discrete components towards integrated systems [59].
MWP shares the same need for photonic integration and, as such, it can take advantage of
this trend in telecom and datacom systems. Recent demonstrations have shown very successful
results in this direction, showing the integration of silicon nitride waveguides featuring ultra-
low loss [61] with a silicon layer and InGaAs photodetector arrays. A functional WDM receiver
with 8 PDs with a 3 dB bandwidth of 30 GHz has been recently demonstrated [59], as well as
silicon photonic laser array sources with performance approaching the one of native substrate
lasers [62]. Those lasers employ an efficient III/V gain medium whereas silicon is used to define
the laser cavity; light is efficiently transferred between the two media using mode couplers.
Both laser types can be processed simultaneously on the same wafer, employing a commercial
foundry, in the framework of a multi-project wafer approach.

Moreover, the system performance of active components and non-reciprocal devices (optical
isolators and circulators) realized directly in silicon is quickly improving and, with the excep-
tion of laser sources, all the key functionalities can be implemented at a reasonably competitive
performance level [63]. Recently, a 25 Gb/s photonics platform has been demonstrated [64],
with parameters that approach towards the stringent system requirements of analog signal pro-
cessing applications of MWP. The described platform is highly-accessible to the system design
community thanks to a photonic shuttle service via multi-project wafer runs. The main strength
of silicon photonics compared to other technologies is the ability to reach extremely high yields,
with hundreds of thousands of working devices on a single wafer, thanks to the fact that they
use exactly the same production facilities and tools of modern CMOS foundries.
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3.2. Integrated WBGs: advantages and challenges

One of the main motivations of using Bragg grating devices for microwave and optical signal
processing is their flexibility: the linear spectral transfer function, or corresponding temporal
impulse response, of a Bragg grating device can be arbitrarily designed using many readily
available design and synthesis methods [9, 11, 44] and subsequently fabricated with high toler-
ance. As detailed above, this design flexibility has enabled the realization of many fundamental
functionalities for MWP applications and beyond. A natural way to translate these functional-
ities on a chip appears to be the use of integrated WBGs. Those components promise to retain
the high level of flexibility reached with FBG designs, plus bringing specific advantages owing
to the integrated realization. Notice that WBGs can be designed using a similar set of analysis
and synthesis tools as FBGs [65]. Recent developments have enabled fabrication of WBGs with
complex grating profiles [66–68].

Moreover, as anticipated, the use of WBGs brings additional specific advantages due to the
integrated realization. Fiber gratings employ direct refractive index variations obtained in most
cases by a photosensitive process. The index perturbation that can be achieved in this way is
typically limited to ±10−3 resulting in coupling coefficients in the order of 10 cm−1 [65].

The realization of gratings in integrated form, instead, relies on the physical corrugation or
perturbation of the waveguide geometry and on the depth of the etching process. This translates
into a two-fold advantage, that is, (i) fabrication does not rely upon a photosensitive process,
thus a wider variety of materials can be used; and (ii) this allows the realization of much higher
grating coupling strengths (coupling coefficients exceeding 1,200 cm−1 have been reported
[81]) which, in turn, enables the implementation of devices that are significantly more compact
than their fiber-optics counterparts, i.e. devices can be made very broadband (with operational
bandwidths well into the THz range) while retaining a short length (up to a few millimeters).

Hence, in place or together with optical ring resonators (ORR), WBGs could effectively
be used as basic signal processing blocks, thanks to their high design and operation flexibility,
with the additional and fundamental advantage of operating in single-mode, thus offering a free-
spectral range (FSR) not limited by the physical minimum waveguide bending radius as in the
case of RRs. This later constraint represents the practical upper limit to the device bandwidth in
most applications of RRs [82]. As mentioned above, WBG-based processors with instantaneous
bandwidths well into the THz-range have been demonstrated [81].

All the mentioned advantages of WBGs come without compromising the design flexibility.
The fact that the geometries are defined by fabrication processes that do not rely on complex
interferometric processes allows a higher control in designing the properties of integrated Bragg
grating structures [83].

Furthermore, a planar fabrication process allows a finer control over the grating dimensions,
for example one can readily achieve sharp grating strength variations, and a very precise period
control, including well-defined phase shifts along the grating [53].

Finally, on-chip Bragg gratings can be readily integrated with other well-defined waveguide
components and building blocks, such as directional couplers, Y-junctions, waveguide bends,
resonators, and more, allowing to implement complex filters and layouts [53]. The separation
of input, transmission and reflection ports can be realized on-chip without the need of bulky
and expensive isolators and circulators [83] (see also further discussions in Section 6 below
on a recent contra-directional coupler configuration for optimized retrieval of the reflective re-
sponse of Bragg gratings). When implemented on materials that support active functionalities,
gratings can be integrated with tunable elements that allow reconfigurability of operation at a
much faster speed and in a more energetically efficient fashion than with (most widely used)
temperature control. As discussed above, especially interesting for MWP is the fact that modu-
lators, detectors and phase shifters could be integrated on the same chip, potentially allowing to
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realize complete MWP systems, including active and passive functionalities, on the same plat-
form. In particular, when realizing gratings in silicon photonics, the possibility to use CMOS
compatible fabrication equipment allows the realization of a large number of devices in a single
wafer, similarly to the approach used in microelectronics, with benefits in terms of uniformity
and low cost compared to fiber devices.

A number of challenges still remain. As the size of the integrated grating structures is gener-
ally much smaller than on fibers (Fig. 1), the waveguide non-uniformity (roughness) becomes
relatively more significant, typically resulting in stronger ripples in their optical spectral re-
sponses. This is expected to have a particularly strong effect on all applications that require high
passband uniformity, e.g. signal-processing operations based on phase modulation to intensity
modulation conversion [69, 70]. Another related limitation involves the group delay ripples
created by interference effects due to imperfections in the realization of the grating [71, 72].
These ripples represent a main drawback for time-delay applications of fiber or integrated-
WBGs. Several studies have analyzed this problem in detail and studied its impact at the system
level [73, 74].

Ripples in the linear amplitude and phase spectral responses of silicon photonic circuits are
very common. There are many sources contributing to these ripples, including Fabry-Perot (FP)
effects throughout the system, random waveguide roughness [75], and the imperfect control of
input light polarization [76]. The FP effects are due to the reflections from the grating couplers
(typically -20 dB optical return loss), fiber facets, Y-branch, etc. It is important to note that those
issues are not fundamental and can be addressed with specific design techniques. For example,
it is possible to reduce the FP effects by using grating couplers with low back reflection (-
27 dB [77]), using fibers with AR-coated facets, and/or optimizing the Y-branch or replacing the
Y-branch with alternative couplers. It is also possible to reduce the ripples with more dedicated
polarization control. The waveguide roughness is challenging to control, but as the fabrication
process improves, the roughness should be reduced in the future.

500 nm

(b)(a)

(e)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Photo of the a SOI chip including a set of WBGs (a). Zoom of the WBGs mask layout
(b). Single WBG (c, d). SEM image of the strip waveguide with sidewall corrugations (e)

In some cases, it is desirable to realize gratings with strong coupling (especially for broad-
band applications) and/or physically long. With the exception of resonators, in fact, long struc-
tures are generally needed to implement narrow bandwidth devices. Available fabrication tech-
niques, however, often present limitations in the maximum size of the structures that can be
reliably patterned in a stitching-free manner [78, 79]. It is generally very challenging to im-
plement WBG with lengths exceeding a few millimeters. A possible solution to realize long
integrated grating is to employ WGB in spiral waveguides [80]. However, an effective theoret-
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ical model that could be used to design such WGBs is not yet fully available [68].

4. Integrated waveguide Bragg gratings for microwave photonics

Since the nineties, there has been an increasing interest on the possibility of realizing Bragg
gratings on-chip to implement a variety of MWP functionalities in an integrated optical man-
ner. To date, a relatively limited number of applications have been shown by the use of WBGs,
covering applications that span from tunable delay generation to single-sideband (SSB) modu-
lation. In our review, we will limit our attention to linear optical processors with application to
MWP. We will neither cover works aiming at the realization of lasers, nor integrated chirped
Bragg gratings for dispersion control, already treated e.g. in [84], as they are considered beyond
the scope of a specific review on MWP signal processing and generation applications.

4.1. Tunable delays

To our knowledge, the first proposal on the use of WBGs for MWP was presented in 1998 in a
patent by Wickham [85] from TRW Inc. He showed a TTD design to be integrated on a planar
silica waveguide with the aim of substantially reducing the package size of the device. The
proposed device is composed by a polarization beam splitter, a polarization rotator and a spiral
waveguide integrated on a single chip (Fig. 2(a)). The expected volume reduction when com-
pared to a fiber implementation corresponds to a factor of about 35. Integrated Bragg gratings
are placed at different distances along the spiral, to implement wavelength-selective reflectors
providing several delay values that can be selected by changing the optical wavelength. The
on-chip polarization beam splitter and the polarization rotator are used in conjunction in order
to route the reflected waveform to a different port compared to the incident one, thus avoid-
ing the use of a circulator. Alternatively, the same functionality can be implemented using a
polarization sensitive Mach-Zehnder interferometer (PSMZI) and a quarter-wave polarization
rotator (Fig. 2(b)).

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Spiral waveguide with WBGs operated as a switched tunable delay line, with polar-
ization beam splitter (a), and with PSMZI and quarter-wave polarization rotator (from [85])

More recently, Khan et al. [78] proposed analysis and theoretical design for the implemen-
tation of an integrated delay line that is low-loss, fast, compact, wavelength-independent and
electronically-tunable. Three different device architectures are analyzed, based on apodized
gratings, realized on silicon-on-insulator rib waveguides. In each grating the waveguide is strad-
dled with a p-n junction diode. Upon application of a forward voltage to the p-n junction, the
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refractive index of the waveguide can be changed, via free-carrier plasma effect. This method-
ology brings a two-fold advantage. First, the delay can be tuned without changing the optical
wavelength; second, the use of electrical control allows a much faster delay tuning than using
thermo-optical methods, which are limited to speeds in the order of milliseconds. For broad-
band operation (>20 Gb/s) the authors predict a maximum delay of approximately 40 ps with
a loss of 10 dB. Lowering the speed requirement down to 1.6 Gb/s, the tuning range reaches
660 ps with a loss below 2.2 dB. This corresponds to a loss per time-delay unit of approxi-
mately 3.3 dB/ns, which is very low compared to state-of-the-art all-pass filters (APF, consti-
tuted by cascaded ORRs coupled to a common waveguide bus) [86, 87], coupled resonators
optical waveguides (CROW, where resonators are side-coupled to each other) [57, 87, 88] or
photonic-crystal (PhC) waveguides [78]. The expected device length is relatively high (approx-
imately 2 cm) which is difficult to realize with e-beam techniques, thus eventually requiring the
use of deep-ultraviolet optical lithography or nano-imprinting lithography.

Giuntoni et al. [79] showed the experimental demonstration of an integrated tunable delay
line based on a a tapered integrated Bragg grating. Similarly to the work shown before, the delay
tuning can be achieved without changing the optical wavelength, by use of a thermal tuning
approach. The device is realized using deep-ultraviolet lithography and the structure features a
constant etching depth of 50 nm, and a tapered rib waveguide width linearly increasing 150 µm
over a 1-cm length (Fig. 3). Four gratings are arranged in a drop-filter configuration, which
avoids the need of an optical circulator, and allows to double the total delay. A temperature
variation of the whole chip between 32 and 38 degrees Celsius creates a variation of the total
delay between approximately 0 to 440 ps, with a corresponding insertion loss varying between
1.7 and 6 dB. A full system performance analysis has been conducted, showing that the tunable
delay line can operate up to 25 Gb/s. The performance in terms of maximum delay as well
as optical loss per nanosecond (9.6 dB/ns) is comparable to the envisioned use of free-carrier
plasma effect described previously.

Fig. 3. Uniform Bragg grating on a tapered-width rib waveguide (a) and drop-filter config-
uration (b) (from [79])

More recently, Spasojevic and Chen [89,90] demonstrated tunable delay lines using two dif-
ferent types of WBG architectures: side wall step chirped Bragg gratings and side wall serial
grating arrays. In step chirped Bragg gratings, as the name suggests, a straight strip waveg-
uide is employed where the grating is realized by corrugation along the sidewalls with a period
changing discretely (in steps) along the grating length. Serial grating arrays, instead, consist
of multiple distinct uniform gratings physically separated by straight waveguides, implement-
ing a similar idea to the one proposed by Wickham [85]. Both approaches generate separate
resonance bands, each characterized by a different delay amount, where the delay amount can
be varied in steps by switching among different carrier wavelengths. The authors optimized
their designs by transfer matrix solution of the coupled mode equations, and employed electron
beam lithography for fabrication of their designed devices in silicon-on-insulator (SOI). 4 to
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6 discrete delay steps have been implemented, which can be tuned by varying the wavelength
across a range between 35 to 65 nm. The delay step varies between 15 to 25 ps and targets ap-
plication to optical time division demultiplexing of optical communication signals with bitrate
in the 40 Gbps range with 10 GHz bandwidth.

4.2. Optical differentiators

Arbitrary-order optical integrators and differentiators have attracted considerable interest over
recent years as they are fundamental building blocks to create a wide range of functionalities
of interest for optical computing and signal processing, overcoming the intrinsic speed limi-
tations of electronic solutions. They also find use in microwave applications, for example in
ultra-wideband pulse re-shaping and processing [91, 92]. An optical differentiator of order k
computes the k-th time derivative of the complex-field envelope of an arbitrary optical wave-
form [93]. A number of schemes have been proposed, several of which are based on fiber grat-
ing devices [94–96]. The large benefit in terms of bandwidth that can be achieved via photonic
integration can be seen in the implementation by Rutkowska et al. [81] of the first set of THz-
bandwidth integrated photonic differentiators (Fig. 4). The devices are able to process ultrafast
(sub-picosecond) optical pulses, and could also be applied for example to ultra-wideband pulse
shaping. Each processor is realized using a Bragg grating in SOI with a very simple, π-phase
shifted structure. The high coupling strength achievable with the integrated approach allows
to implement a THz-bandwidth device while keeping the length at sub-millimeter scales, thus
being orders of magnitude shorter and faster than differentiators based on their FBG counter-
parts [97].

4.3. Hilbert transformation and single sideband filtering

Temporal Hilbert transformation (HT) is another important functionality in signal process-
ing, with broad field of applications in telecommunications, radar, electronic countermeasures,
computing and networking. Several optical implementations have been realized employing
FBGs [99–101, 103]. Among others, HT can also be used to implement single sideband (SSB)
modulation. Sima et al. [98, 104] demonstrated the first monolithically integrated all-optical
SSB filter, realized in silica-on-silicon platform (Fig. 5). They employed a photonic Hilbert
transformer (PHT), realized with a WBG with specific apodization profile and a single π-phase
shift, following a similar design to that proposed by Asghari et al. [101], in conjunction with a
spectral flat-top reflector. The flat-top reflector is realized using a sinc-apodized Bragg grating,
having an amplitude spectrum ripple of only 1 dB and a bandwidth as wide as 200 GHz. The
authors used a direct UV grating writing technique, which allows to realize arbitrary responses
and does not require a phase mask. The gratings are connected to two parallel arms of an X-
coupler. The distances between the coupler and the gratings are designed so that the reflected
signals overlap with the correct phases in such a way that one of the two sidebands is cancelled
out. A micro heater has been included in the design for accurate phase correction on the realized
device, but in principle the fabrication accuracy should not require the use of any tunable struc-
ture. Suppression of the undesired sideband by ∼12 dB has been demonstrated at 6 GHz. The
authors emphasize that the operative bandwidth is limited by the available measurement setup
only, and that the PHT grating strength and the sideband suppression could be further increased
by improving the phase trimming and the scattering methods employed. THz-bandwidth PHTs
have been recently reported using improved WBG technology [102].

4.4. Microwave signal generation

Bernhardi, Khan et al. [105, 106] have recently demonstrated the use of a monolithic dual-
wavelength distributed-feedback (DFB) waveguide laser in ytterbium-doped aluminum oxide
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(a)
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(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Fig. 4. Schematic (a), waveguide structure (b) and SEM images (c) of the temporal differ-
entiator devices based on π-phase shifted WBG (in figure: d=30 nm). Coupling coefficient
κ versus recess depth d: this value also determines the operational bandwidth of the de-
vices (d). Measured normalized intensity reflectivities for the first (e) and second order (f)
differentiators compared to the theoretical responses. Time domain pulses before and after
processing, for first (g) and second order differentiation (h) (from [98]).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 5. Optial single-sideband filter architecture (a). Optical responses intensity (b) and
phase (c) profiles of the PHT and of the broadband reflector. Picture of the heater tuning
unit (c). Optical spectrum after SSB filtering (e) (from [98]).

for high-purity microwave signal generation. Radio frequency signal generation via optical
means recently attracted large research interest, due to the fact that photonic generation allows
to produce and distribute high frequency signals via low-cost optical fibers to large distances,
with extremely low-loss when compared to electrical waveguides. The RF signal is generated
by optical heterodyning, which consists in the generation of a beat signal between the two laser
tones incoming on a photodetector at a frequency equal to the frequency spacing between the
two optical frequencies.

The dual wavelength laser is realized using a 1-cm long Bragg grating, where two separated
phase shifts are induced by creating two adiabatic sinusoidal widening of the waveguide width,
long 2 mm each (Fig. 6(a)). They correspond to phase shifts values of π/2+π/8 and π/2-π/8.
Those phase shifts induce two resonance peaks in the transmission band of the Bragg grating.
Those peaks have the effect to induce two stable oscillations thus realizing a dual-wavelength
laser with a single grating. The resonance wavelengths are equidistant from the Bragg wave-
length and have the same amplitude and linewidth [107].

The proposed system is able to generate a microwave beat signal with 9 kHz linewidth at
15 GHz (Fig. 6(c)). The frequency deviation over a period of 45 minutes shows a standard
deviation of approximately ±2.5 MHz (Fig. 6(d)), and the power stability is within ±0.35 dB.

Further experiments have shown a high degree of frequency stability and low phase noise
for the generated microwave signal, which are crucial parameters in system applications. Khan
et al. [106] implemented an optical frequency locked loop (OFLL) to stabilize a 14.21 GHz
signal with a frequency stability of ∼ 1×1010 over 1000 s time intervals, with a phase noise of
75 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz frequency offset.

5. A novel delay unit based on a simple dual PS-WBG

To illustrate further the unique potential of WBG for MWP signal processing applications, we
report here a novel demonstration of a continuously tunable delay unit realized by means of a
dual phase-shifted waveguide Bragg grating (DPS-WBG).
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(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Schematic of the dual-wavelength cavity based on Bragg grating (a), aligned with the
calculated longitudinal field distribution of the respective laser wavelengths (b). Measured
electrical spectrum (c) and RF frequency stability (d) (edited from [105]).

5.1. Motivation

TTD units are fundamental processing units for a range of high-frequency, broadband RF signal
processing applications; in particular they constitute basic building block for the implementa-
tion of beam forming networks for antenna arrays [108], ultra-wideband pulse shapers [92], and
reconfigurable MPFs [1, 56, 109]. This work shows a continuously tunable delay up to 25.7 ps
over a bandwidth of more than 8 GHz in a very compact unit measuring only 1.1 mm by 44 µm.

Several true-time-delay integrated photonic approaches have been proposed to date, the
most common being optical resonators, photonic crystals, and apodized Bragg gratings [5, 56].
Nonetheless, for ORRs the RF bandwidth over which the ORR provide a constant delay is lim-
ited by the FSR; in addition, ORRs show a tradeoff between delay and bandwidths. Photonic
crystals require fabrication accuracies in the order of tens of nanometers which make gener-
ally costly and low yield in the implementation. WBGs have been proposed, as seen in the
previous literature review, to implement strongly dispersive devices where the tunability can
be acheved by wavelength tuning. Nonetheless, the dispersion employed for delay tunability
can become an issue when the unit is employed to delay broadband RF signals, which could
experience a considerable delay variation across the RF band itself. Several researchers have
analyzed the effects of this in-band delay variation (i.e. RF dispersion) in detail [71]. In this
work, we propose a conceptually novel approach to the implementation of the TTD. We pro-
pose the use of a dual-phase shifted uniform and non-apodized Bragg grating on silicon. This
results in an extremely simple layout which allows to relax the specifications in the fabrication
process, mainly in terms of minimum feature size that can be reliably realized by the chosen
process, not needing complex and accurate apodization profiles. The delay variation is still very
flexible since it is based on tuning of the carrier frequency as in the case of dispersive gratings.
Moreover, the measured response for a true-time delay line features an approximately all-pass
intensity response. In comparison, ORRs show a higher attenuation for large delays [111]. In
the approach reported here, the optical insertion loss in band is limited to 2.3 dB, with a ripple
below 2.5 dB over the whole band (Fig. 7).

5.2. Optical response

The optical reflection response of the DPS-WBG (Fig. 7) shows a steep phase shift around
194.5 THz which can be employed to generate a TTD on an RF signal, after optical single
sideband modulation with full carrier (OSSB+C). The delay can be varied continuously by
tuning the relative frequency positions between the modulated signal bandwidth and the phase
shift, as will be described in the following.
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An Optical Vector Analyzer (OVA) from Luna Technologies has been employed for the com-
plete characterization (magnitude and phase response) of the PS-WBG. The reflection response
in Fig. 7 shows a flat response with a ripple lower than 2.5 dB over the whole reflection band,
with a notch of approximately 2.3 dB at 194.496 THz, that is, around the center of the reflec-
tion band. The measurement has been performed at a temperature of 21.1 degrees Celsius. The
phase response shows a transition of approximately 300 degrees over 80 GHz, which can be
used to implement the TTD functionality.
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Fig. 7. Measured reflection intensity and phase spectrum of the DPS-WBG

The measured fiber-to-fiber insertion loss for the reflection response is approximately 23 dB,
and includes the insertion loss of the external polarization controller, the grating couplers and
the on-chip Y-branch [66]. This value can be reduced significantly by removing the polarization
controller and using polarization maintaining fiber, and by optimizing the alignment stage and
the quality of the fiber cleaving. It is important to note that the fundamental loss of the WBG
is the waveguide propagation loss (mainly due to the sidewall roughness), which is in the range
of 2-4 dB/cm. Assuming that the propagation loss is 3 dB/cm, the simulated insertion loss in
reflection is very small, less than 0.01 dB. This is hardly measurable, as the calibration error
could be ±1 dB or more.

5.3. Realization

The DPS-WBG is realized using a 220 nm (thick) × 500 nm (wide) strip waveguide on SOI
[110]. The sidewall corrugations depth is 100 nm and the grating period is 325 nm. Compared
to the devices implementing similar functionalities presented in previously published works
[78, 79, 90], the layout of this WBG is very simple, being realized by three uniform grating
sections of 100, 200 and again 100 periods, separated by two phase shifts each 1 period-long
(Fig. 8). Two separate phase shift sections are included in order to give sufficient degrees of
freedom in the design stage to obtain an all-pass intensity response along the spectral region
featuring the sharp phase shift (Fig. 7), which is crucial in the target TTD application. The
total DPS-WBG length is about 130 µm. The use of a Y-junction on-chip allows to access the
reflection port without the requirement for an off-chip circulator (Fig. 9). Input, transmission
and reflection ports can be accessed via grating couplers (Fig. 9). The whole layout dimension
is about 1.1 mm by 44 µm. The device was fabricated on a 200 mm SOI wafer at the IMEC
foundry, with deep ultraviolet (UV) lithography and CMOS compatible fabrication equipment.
A picture of the complete SOI chip is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 8. Schematic of the PS-WBG used as TTD tunable delay

(a)

(d)
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10 μm

Fig. 9. Schematic of the waveguide layout (a), showing the Y-junction used to access the
reflection port (b). SEM image of the rib waveguide with sidewall corrugations (c). Photo
of the fiber coupling with the reflection (d) and input ports (e). (Images (a) and (b) edited
from [66])
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5.4. Tunable true-time-delay generation

In this subsection we show the principle of operation for use of the WBG device for TTD
generation on broadband microwave signals.

An optical carrier at ωc is intensity modulated (IM) by a passband RF signal with spectrum
centered around ωRF. The modulated optical signal has a spectrum centered at ωc +ωRF. TTD
operation requires the application of a constant group delay (thus a linear phase response) over
the complete band of the modulated RF signal. The amount of group delay τg is determined by
the slope of the linear phase spectral response ϕ(ω), at the frequency ωc +ωRF, according to
the relation

τg(ωc +ωRF) =
d ϕ(ω)

d ω

∣∣∣∣
ω =ωc+ωRF

(1)

The proposed DPS-WBG can be employed to provide a tunable linear phase slope to an RF
modulated signal. The phase transition around resonance shown in Fig. 7 can be employed to
approximate a linear phase response around ωc +ωRF. Different phase slopes (corresponding
to different constant group delays) can be obtained by simply changing the carrier frequency
with respect to the resonance frequency (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Tunable TTD operation

Note that an all-pass intensity response is crucial in the target tunable delay application,
where it is desirable that the RF magnitude response does not vary when tuning the group
delay. Variations of intensity of the optical carrier and sideband while tuning the position of the
optical carrier will directly translate to variations of the RF power output, which would need to
be compensated for the targeted application, adding undesired complexity to the TTD system.

In the proposed device, the notch depth can be designed by adjusting the length mismatch
between the two phase shift sections. This is demonstrated by the simulated responses shown in
Fig. 11, showing that an increase in length mismatch translates into a reduction of the insertion
loss in the notch. It is also important to note that the phase slope (thus the achievable maximum
RF group delay) increases when the length mismatch increases, thus being ideally suited to
implement delay lines with low insertion loss variation with respect to delay tuning.

Besides the width of the reflection band, the grating strength will also influence the maximum
phase slope, thus the achievable RF delay (Fig. 12).

In this experiment, we propose the use of an OSSB+C modulation scheme. This allows
to reduce the required delay bandwidth with respect to a double-sideband optical modulation
scheme. In fact, it is sufficient to provide a linear phase over the optical bandwidth occupied
by the carrier and one sideband only (Fig. 10). The use of full carrier modulation is proposed
as this allows the use of a very simple direct detection scheme and avoids complex carrier re-
insertion mechanisms [111]. RF measurements show generation of a continuously tunable TTD
between 0 ps and 25.7 ps, on RF signals with a bandwidth up to approximately 8.5 GHz.
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Fig. 11. Amplitude and phase responses of the DPS-WBG for different length mismatch
between the phase shift sections

5.5. Experiment

Fig. 13 shows the measurement setup for the RF characterization of the TTD line. A tunable
continuous-wave (CW) laser with 10 mW optical power around 1550 nm provides the opti-
cal carrier. An Agilent 8722ES vector network analyzer (VNA) generates the RF signal to be
processed. The desired OSSB+C modulation has been implemented using a dual parallel Mach-
Zehnder modulator (DP-MZM), using the schematic described in [112]. The DP-MZM is fed
by a 90-degrees hybrid from ET Industries Inc. The two 90-degrees out-of-phase RF outputs are
connected with coaxial cables of the same length to the two RF inputs of the DP-MZM (Cov-
ega Mach-10 086), biased in a proper way to generate the target OSSB+C modulation. Fig. 14
shows the measured OSSB+C spectrum (RF input: 20 GHz, -5 dBm), where complete suppres-
sion of the undesired sideband is confirmed. The modulated signal enters a first erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA), a polarization controller and then the optical chip in Fig. 6 for process-
ing. Another EDFA is used to compensate for the fiber-to-chip coupling losses. A polarization
controller is also placed before the DP-MZM to maximize the modulation efficiency. A Dis-
covery Semiconductor DSC-R402PIN photodetector (PD, 3 dB bandwidth of 10 GHz, +4 dBm
max. optical CW power) is used for direct detection of the processed signal, and connected to
port 2 of the VNA for the RF phase measurements.

As discussed previously, a simple tuning of the optical carrier wavelength in the vicinity of
the resonance of the DPS-WBG response allows continuous and seamless tunability of the RF
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Fig. 13. Setup for continuously-tunable TTD demonstration
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Fig. 14. Optical single-sideband spectrum. Resolution bandwidth of the optical spectrum
analyzer set at the instrument minimum (0.01 nm) and high sensitivity settings.

group delay. Fig. 15 shows the achieved delay variation, between 0 ps to 25.7 ps, over an in-
stantaneous RF bandwidth approximately between 1 to 8 GHz. Note that the maximum group
delay achieved is in very good agreement with the maximum phase slope τg(ωa) obtained from
the optical measurement shown in Fig. 10, which is approximately 9 deg / GHz, corresponding
to a group delay of 25 ps. The shown phase responses have been obtained by subtracting from
the measurements the one with minimum delay. The residual ripple visible in all the traces is
attributed to the phase transfer function of the analog photonic link employed in the measure-
ments. Nonetheless, the phase response in this frequency range can be considered sufficiently
linear to provide constant group delay over the whole RF signal bandwidth.

The change in carrier wavelength required for tuning is minimal (0.39 nm), between 1535.94
nm (highest delay) and 1536.33 nm (lowest delay). A low-cost CW laser could be employed
as the laser source in the system; thus, expensive lasers with wide tunability are not needed.
The optical loss variation when tuning the delay value can be extracted from the measurements
of the full (magnitude and phase) optical response shown in Fig. 7. The total delay-dependent
variation of the insertion loss keeps within a range of 2.5 dB.
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Fig. 15. RF phase response showing the seamless delay tunability

The required amount of delay is strongly application-dependent. For example, for application
to phased array antennas, the higher the central frequency of the system, the smaller the antenna
spacing and, in turn, the required delay needed to implement broadband beamsteering. As a
practical example, let us consider the common case of a linear uniformly-spaced antenna array,
operating at 8.5 GHz. The condition to avoid frequency squint for all steering angles, imposes
that the antenna element spacing is half-wavelength (in air) or less, that is, 1.75 cm [108]. The
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25 ps delay achieved in our case corresponds to approximately 7.5 mm of distance travelled
by the RF wave in air. This amount of delay is sufficient to steer the antenna beam, without
frequency squint, of approximately 26 degrees compared to broadside, comparable to many
previous demonstrations of squint-free optically controlled antennas using integrated ORRs
[113, 114], but with a strong reduction of the length of the delay unit (130 µm versus few
centimeters for ORRs in silicon nitride technology [115]).

5.6. Example of application

To demonstrate the negligible effect of the phase ripples, we analyze their effect on the example
application described above, i.e. an optically-controlled phased array antenna (8 element linear
array operating up to 8.5 GHz). Fig. 16 shows the simulated antenna directivity pattern versus
frequency that would be obtained when the proposed delay line were used as basic delay unit.
In this test we have included the measured responses of Fig. 15 in the simulation of the radiation
patterns. It is possible to observe that the main lobe, indicated by the dotted line in the middle
of the brightest area, keeps in the desired pointing direction with an error always below ±2 ◦

(the maximum of radiation varies from 24.7◦ to 28.6◦). Considering that the 3-dB bandwidth
of the radiation beam in its narrowest point at 8.5 GHz is 14.05◦ the maximum of radiation is
always within the main lobe of radiation at all frequencies. This result proves that the effect
of the phase variation is hardly noticeable from the system point of view, keeping squint-free
operation over a bandwidth from below 1 GHz to above 8.5 GHz. At the same time, we have
shown that a noticeable beamsteering (approx. 26 degrees) can already be achieved with the a
delay amount of 25.7 ps.
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Fig. 16. Simulated directivity pattern of an 8-element uniform and equally-spaced (1.75 cm)
phased array antenna optically-fed using the proposed DPS-WBG as basic delay unit. Note
the squint-free behaviour over the complete band of operation.

5.7. Temperature tuning

An alternative way to realize delay tuning is to modify the temperature of the chip. Employing
a very simple and low-cost temperature feedback control system based on a Peltier element
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actuator and a temperature-sensitive resistor, an accurate and stable tuning of the position of the
optical resonance with temperature has been achieved. Fig. 17 shows a photo of the employed
temperature control setup, where the chip (a) is mounted on a copper plate (b), connected to a
heat sink (c) via a Peltier element (d). A temperature sensitive resistor is inserted in the brass
plate (e) and uses thermal conductive paste to minimize the thermal resistance. A commercial
temperature controller with 0.1 K accuracy has been employed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 17. Temperature control setup

Tuning ranges in excess of 500 GHz can be easily reached with a temperature change between
1 ◦C and 55 ◦C, with a rate of approximately 9.44 GHz/◦C (Fig. 18) [116]. Besides being used
for tuning the delay, the temperature change can be advantageously employed for calibration of
the processor, for example to allow its operation around the CW wavelength range of interest.
This can be useful for example when employing a low-cost CW laser with limited tunability.

Thanks to the employed temperature control technique, using heat conductive paste and a
bulk copper block with active temperature feedback at chip scale, temperature variations across
the total grating length (≈ 130µm) are expected to be very small and therefore to have very
little effect on the WBG response; however, they could be more significant at chip-scale or
wafer-scale. When multiple devices are employed to implement a more complex signal proces-
sor, separate temperature actuators (heaters) localized in correspondence of each device could
be used to implement a more accurate control of the temperature across the chip. A similar
approach has been successfully employed in previous works [5, 57].
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Fig. 18. Variation with temperature of the central frequency of the phase shift of the PS-
WBG

Note that the simple layout of the DPS-WBG can be modified to create larger phase shifts
while keeping the same all-pass configuration. This can be done by inserting additional, prop-
erly engineered phase shift sections, in order to increase the amount of delay and/or the usable
delay bandwidth, thus creating a very flexible delay unit.
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In Table 1 we show a summary of the above-described MWP applications to date that make
use integrated WBGs, including the TTD work reported here for the first time.

Table 1. Reported results of integrated WBGs for MWP applications (∗ indicates theoretical
work)

Year Functionality WBG type Material 1st author [Ref.] Figure of merit

1998 delay not specified not specifed∗ Wickham [85] not specified
2011 delay apodized-

WBG (rib)
SOI∗ Khan [78] delay = 40 ps;

BW > 20 Gb/s
2011 differentiator PS-WBG

(ridge)
SOI Rutkowska [81] BW > 1 THz

2012 LO generation DFB (laser), 2
PS

Al2O3:Yb3+ Bernhardi, Khan
[105, 106]

±2.5 MHz,
±0.35 dB

2012 delay tapered (rib) SOI Giuntoni [79] delay = 440 ps;
BW = 25 Gb/s

2013 SSB modulator apod. PS +
sinc-apod.

silica-on-Si Sima [98, 104] ∼12 dB sup-
pression

2013 delay step-chirped
grating

SOI Spasojevic [89] delay ∼125 ps;
BW = 10 GHz

2013 delay phase-shifted
WBG

SOI Burla [this
work]

delay = 25.7 ps;
BW > 8 GHz

6. Contra-directional couplers (CDCs)

In our demonstration of Section 5 we have shown how an on-chip Y-branch has been employed
in order to access the reflection port of a WBG device. This structure removes the need for an
off-chip circulator, but inherently adds a minimum of 6 dB of optical loss in the signal path.
This loss translates in an RF loss of 12 dB for the MWP signal processor, due to the quadratic
relation between optical loss and RF gain in an MWP link [5]. Recently, Shi et al. [117, 118]
implemented a 4-port optical device, known as contra-directional coupler (CDC), on the SOI
platform. This type of device was first introduced by Tan et al. in [119]. A CDC is an add-drop
filter whose transfer function is defined by a Bragg grating. The insertion loss of a CDC is
ideally 0 dB, and it can thus be advantageously employed in virtually all applications requiring
a Bragg grating in conjunction with an optical circulator. In fact, it enables the integration of
Bragg-grating-defined functions on-chip, without using a circulator [118]. If employed in the
schematic of Fig. 9(a), it could replace the Y-branch and the WBG in reflection, thus allowing
an RF insertion loss improvement as high as 12 dB.

In addition to that, compared to filters using RRs, CDC can provide wider channel band-
widths, since they do not operate in multiple simultaneous longitudinal modes as for the RRs,
thus the bandwidth is not limited by the free spectral range [120]. The schematic of a CDC and
image of the realized device are shown in Fig. 19. In [118], the CDC was also shown to be
electrically tunable using free-carrier injection.

To achieve even broader usable bandwidths, a novel design was proposed very recently [120]
to remove the internal back-reflections which limit the usable spectral bandwidth of CDCs.
This novel architecture employs out-of-phase gratings and is known as anti-reflective contra-
directional coupler (AR-CDC). With this technique, single-band operation up to 180 nm with a
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 19. (a) schematic layout of the proposed CDC. (b) SEM image of the tapers (c) SEM
image of the device corrugations (edited from [117]).

single, flat-top passband as wide as 13 nm has been demonstrated.

7. Integrated WBGs in silicon photonics for MWP applications

7.1. WBGs as basic building blocks for signal processing

Very attractive possibilities come from the use of silicon photonics to implement WBGs for
MWP applications. We believe that WBGs should provide their full signal processing poten-
tial when employed as signal processing/shaping units to implement highly-complex MWP
processors (e.g. multitap fully-programmable MPFs [1], complex reconfigurable beamforming
networks [5], flexible arbitrary waveform generators [121], and more). Particularly attractive
will be the use of Bragg gratings in CDC configuration, which, as described in Section 6, allows
to minimize the insertion loss and, in turn, the possibility to cascade multiple units to imple-
ment complex functionalities without sensibly decreasing the link gain, which is paramount in
MWP applications [70]. Also, CDCs have already proven to be electrically tunable [118] and,
in anti-reflective configuration they showed very broadband performance over bandwidths in
the order of hundreds of nanometers [120].

We have discussed how the high cost and low reliability of current MWP solutions orig-
inates from the need of using discrete components, such as modulators, photonic processors
and photodetectors, which need separate packaging and individual interconnections to optical
fibers [5]. The perspective of integrating multiple active and passive functions on a single chip
allows to reduce significantly the cost of the resulting devices while improving system stability
and reliability. Additionally, this should enable the implementation of entirely novel functional-
ities (e.g. optical phase fluctuations due to temperature and mechanical stress can be eliminated
by removing optical fibers, and consequently, coherent signal processors become also possi-
ble). The demonstrated capability to implement active functionalities on silicon [63] and to
integrate silicon with active III/V devices and lasers [59, 62] opens an attractive perspective
on the MWP scenario. We believe it would be very attractive to exploit these proven hybrid
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integration possibilities to build full systems where fiber-to-chip coupling, signal transport and
delay are done in silicon nitride ultra-low-loss waveguides, processing is performed in compact
silicon photonics WBGs and active functions can be realized either directly in silicon or in hy-
brid integration of III/V materials, as described in Sec. 3.1. In particular, a unified model for
the analysis of MWP systems was recently presented, based on the concept of a filtered MWP
link [122]. Besides its use as a practical analysis tool, this model suggests the possibility to
realize a general-purpose reconfigurable MWP signal processor, which could implement many
different MWP functions [123], and could in principle be integrated on a single photonic chip
(Fig. 20).
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Fig. 20. Envisioned schematic of a general purpose reconfigurable MWP signal processor
based on CDCs. EOM: electro-optic modulator; PD: photodetector.

The unique possibility offered by silicon photonics to realize highly-complex reconfigurable
photonic processors on-chip with high yield could allow the realization of such a general pur-
pose MWP processor. The reconfigurable filtering could be provided by WBGs in a CDC con-
figuration, possibly in conjunction with other signal processing devices, and the active func-
tionalities could be realized directly in silicon or via heterogeneous integration with III/V ma-
terials. In a somehow longer term, such an all-purpose, integrated programmable processor
could be produced in a large scale leveraging the already existing CMOS facilities. This would
enable significantly reducing the unit cost while improving the key performance specifications
of MWP processors, thus representing a very attractive prospect towards their commercial suc-
cess.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we have reviewed recent advances on implementations of MWP functionalities us-
ing WBGs, with particular emphasis to the performance improvements offered by the integrated
realization of these devices. We expect that many of the microwave signal processing function-
alities previously demonstrated with FBGs can be directly transferred into integrated optical
formats by harnessing the potential of WBGs as versatile and reconfigurable signal processing
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engines. This will allow to retain the unique design versatility of FBG-based linear optical fil-
ters, plus adding the attractive advantages given by an integrated realization. In line with this,
we have reported here the experimental demonstration of a novel, compact and fully tunable
TTD line based on a very simple PS-WBG implemented in SOI technology. We believe that the
proven design flexibility of WBGs, in conjunction with the unique strength of silicon photon-
ics to enable system-level integration of reproducible high-performance devices, will open the
path towards the implementation of highly-complex MWP processors with an improved perfor-
mance, and potentially much higher yield and lower cost than other competing technologies, as
needed for the spread of MWP solutions into real-world, commercial applications.
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